Application of laser scanning for the rapid and automated detection of bacteria in water samples.
It is widely accepted that the heterotrophic plate count method may not support the growth of all viable bacteria which may be present within a water sample and that alternative procedures using 'viability markers' may yield additional information. In this study, ChemChrome B (CB), which is converted to a fluorescent product by esterase activity, was used to stain viable bacteria (captured by membrane filtration) from potable water samples. The labelled bacteria from each sample were subsequently enumerated using a novel laser scanning instrument (ChemScan). Analysis of 107 potable water samples using this procedure demonstrated the presence of a significantly greater number of bacteria than were detected by culture (z-test, P < 0.05). The mean number of bacteria isolated by culture on R2A agar incubated at 22 degrees C for 7 d was only 25.2% of the total number of viable bacteria detected using the CB/ChemScan viability assay. Further analysis of 81 water samples using a 5-cyano-2,3,4-tolyl-tetrazolium chloride (CTC) viability assay also demonstrated the presence of many viable bacteria which were not capable of growth under the culture conditions employed in this study. However, the results indicate that ChemChrome B has the ability to stain a significantly greater number of heterotrophs than CTC (z-test, P < 0.05). In contrast, six potable waters were identified in which the CTC viability assay resulted in counts greater than those obtained using CB. The ChemScan instrument was successfully used for rapid and accurate enumeration of labelled micro-organisms, allowing information on the total viable microbial load of a water sample to be determined within 1 h. Furthermore, the ChemScan system has the potential for use in detecting specific organisms labelled with fluorescently-labelled antibodies or nucleic acid probes.